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Abstract- Joint source and channel coding (JSCC),
multicarrier modulation (MCM) and diversity are some
key techniques for the multimedia transmission over
wireless channels. In this work, we first investigate the
channel estimation problem for the MCM system with
multiple transmitter antennas. A model based channel
estimation approach is proposed to identify the multiple channels simultaneously. We then apply the model
based channel estimation in a joint source and channel
matching (JSCM) scheme for the robust progressive image transmission. It is shown that the channel estimation
affects not only the image decoding at the receiver but
also the rate allocation at the transmitter. It is important to jointly consider the channel estimation and JSCM
scheme to improve the quality of image transmission.

I.

INTRODUCTION

To support the broadband applications such as image
and video in wireless communcaitons, one challenge is
to combat the serious impairment of the wireless channel. Multicarrier modulation (MCM) is considered as
an effective technique for wireless broadband communications [l]for its great resistance to the inter-symbol
interference (ISI) caused by the multipath effect because
of its relative longer symbol duration. The other serious
impairment of the wireless channel is the fading effect.
To combat fading, multiple antennas can be used at the
receiver and/or at the transmitter, which are known as
receiver diversity and/or transmitter diversity, respectively, to collect different copies of signal in order to enhance the received signal power. It has been proved in
many works [9] that the channel capacity is proportional
to the number of the transmitter or receiver antennas.
In this paper, we use the MCM system with diversity to provide a robust pipe for image transmission.
In [ll], it is proved that the subchannels in a MCM
system with sufficient diversity can be viewed as a nonfading AWGN channels. Then we can apply various sophisticated joint source and channel coding techniques
originally designed for AWGN channel for multimedia
transmission. One such joint source channel matching
(JSCM) is used in [ll]to transmit image progressively
through wireless channel. In the algorithm, the image is
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encoded progressively [12], [13], then different channel
codes a r e selected to provide unequal error protection
according to the importance of the encoded irnage. However, like most research on joint and source channel coding, the channel responses are assumed perf€ctly known
to the receiver and the corresponding receiver performance is used for the selection of the channel codes.
Such an assumption is not true in practicle. The receiver has to use a channel estimation algorithm to get
the channel responses. In this paper, we investigate the
channel estimation problem for such a system and the
effect of the channel estimation on image transmission
using JSCM by applying the channel estimation results
at both the transmitter and the receiver.
Various channel estimation schemes are proposed for
various communication systems [3], [6],mostly for single
antenna system. The challenge of the channel estimation for the system with transmitter diveraity is that
we have to estimate multiple sets of channel responses
from the same set of observations as that in the single
transmitter antenna case. Our solution is to exploit the
correlation among channel responses by using some efficient channel model and projecting a larger ,set of channel responses onto a smaller set of model b*ases. Thus,
small number of model coefficients need to be estimated
instead of the large number of channel responses. The
estimation noise is hence greatly reduced.
Based on the proposed channel estimation scheme,
we apply it in the robust progressive image transmission using JSCM. The simulation shows thak the channel estimation scheme has a great impact to the result
of the J9CM algorithm. It is important to ,jointly consider channel estimation when design such joint source
channel coding algorithm.
11. MCM SYSTEMS WITH TRANSMITTER IIIVERSITY

In a MCM system with mT transmitter antennas and
receiver antennas, one block of data symbols comes
into the encoder and forms mT blocks of MCM symbols
to be modulated simultaneously. From the ith transmitter antenna to the j t h receiver antenna, the nth block

mR

We assume that mT training sequences ti[k]’sare sent
simultaneously from all transmitter antennas. Then
considering a window of L received symbols Y [ n ,k] =
[ ~ [ n , k~ ][ n , k 11 ... ~ [ n , k L
+ - l]IT,write (1) in
the matrix form we have

of data generated by the space-time encoder consists of
K subsymbols X i [ n , k ] , k = 0, -.., K - 1. Then the
modulation is implemented by K-point inverse discrete
Fourier transform (IDFT) . The modulated signal passes
through a P/S converter and a cyclic prefix of length
U is inserted before sending it to the channel. At the
receiver, the cyclic prefix part is discarded. The demodulation then is performed by discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). If the suchannel number is large enough and
the cyclic prefix is long enough, then the subchannels
can be viewed as independent of each other, i.e., the received signal %,.[ k ] of kth subchannel in nth block at
j t h receiver antenna is

+

+

Y [ n , k ]= A [ k ] H [ n , k ] Y [ n , k ] ,

where A [ k ] = [ A l [ k ]A 2 [ k ] ... A m T [ k ] ]and H [ n , k ] =
[ H T [ n ,k] H& k] . .. H z T [n,k]IT, with

A i [ k ] = diag(ti[n, k ] , ti[n,k

k I X i b , kl

+ Tj[n,k ] ,

+ 11, ..., ti[n,k + L - 11)

and

mT

yj[n,k] =

(3)

H i [ n ,k ] = [Hi[n,k] Hi[n,k + 11

(1)

i= 1

-

for j = 1, . , m ~where
,
Hij[n,k ] is channel response
from the ith transmitter antenna to the j t h receiver.
Y j [ n , k ]is the noise at the j t h receiver antenna. The
noise is assumed to be white Gaussian noise with zero
mean and variance of o2 and independent with different
n’s, k’s and i’s, j ’ s .
The detection and decoding are done over %[n,kl’s.
The general detection metrics is

The detected signal is the transmit sequence that
minimize this metrics. Different detection techniques
are developed according to different space-time coding
schemes. However, the channel responses Hij[n,k]’s are
all necessary for coherent decoding which is used by
most of space-time codes. Moreover, it is obvious that
at each receiver antenna we need to estimate m~ sets of
,
channel responses Hij[n,SI’Sfor i = 1, ,..., m ~which
make the channel estimation problem more complicated.
We assume that all the channels from different transmitter antennas to different receiver antennas have same
global statistical property, i.e., same delay and fading
property.

ESTIMATION
111. MODELBASEDCHANNEL

In this section, we begin to consider the channel estimation problem at j t h receiver antenna. The estimation scheme developed here can be applied at all receiver
atennas to obtain all the channel estimations. From now
on, we will omit the subscript j . H i [ n , k ] denotes the
channel response from the ith transmitter antenna to
the receiver antenna.

-

* -

Hi[n,k

+ L - 1]IT,

for i = 1, 2, ... , mT.
If we only have one transmitter antenna, then A [ k ]
and H [ n ,k] degenerate to A l [ k ] and H l [ n , k ] . Because
A l [ k ] is a square matrix, y e can get a channel estimate directly from ( 3 ) as Hj[n,k ] = A l ’ [ k ] Y j [ n ,k].
However, now we need to estimate m~ sets of channel parameters related to different transmitter antennas.
The number of parameters required to estimate becomes
mTL which is m~ times of that in the single transmitter
antenna case, but with same amount of L observations.
By no means we can directly estimate Hi[n, k] from (3).
Our solution is to use an efficient model tct exploit
the correlation of the channel. We try to project a large
number of channel parameters to a small number of basis
functions p(f), and expressed by the coefficients of the
model basis, e [ n ,kl’s, Hi[n,k] =
e [ n ,k ] p ( j A f ) .
If the channel responses Hi[n,k]’s are correlated, we can
find a model basis p(f) that we can express H i , j [ n ,k] as

H i [ n , k ] E Qbi[n,k],

(4)

where Q is a L x 1 matrix consisting of the model basis
and bj[n, IC] = [bp[n,k] bi[n,k] . -. b!,-’[n,k]]’.
The problem now is to find the model basis that can
express the channel responses with less model coefficients and small model error. In ideal case, we know
the correlation matrix of the channel responses defined
as RH = E [ H i [ n , k ] H : [ n , k ] ] .The model basis Q is
the matrix consists of the eigen-vectors of the correlation matrix that corresponding to non-zero eigen-value
of RH. However, the correlation of the channel responses is usually not available. We need to look for
some model basis that can have a fairly small model
error for most or some types of the real channels. We
study two such model basis in this paper, one is Fourier
basis, (Q)mn = ie-j-,
for m = 0,
L - 1 and
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-.e,

n = 0, -.., 1 - 1. Another is polynomial model basis, (Q),, = (m - L / 2 ) , for m = 0, - - . , L - 1 and
n = 0,
I - 1.
Suppose we find some efficient and accurate model
and express the channel as (4). If the model is also
efficient enough that mT1 < L , substituting it in (3),
then we can get the LS estimation of model coefficients
and construct the channel estimation as
- e - ,

H [ n ,k] = o R - ' [ k ] Q H P [ n , k ] ,

where G! =

[

0
Q

.-.

O
0

0

...

Q

R[k]=
QHCii[k]Q
Q"Czi[k]Q

(5)

i]

,

QHCi~[k]Q
QHCm[k]Q . - .

11

gressive image transmission. The image coding algorithm used is SPIHT (Set Partitioning In Hierarchical
Tree) [13: which is a refined version of embedded zerotree algorithm [ 1 2 ] . The output of the SPIHT encoder
is progressive such that whenever the transmission is
stopped, the received data can be used to reconstruct
an image with corresponding quality.
The SIPIHT bit-stream is packetized into sourcepackets of size b, bits for packet n. The source packets
are channel-coded by the assigned channels codes and
transmitted over the noisy channel. RS channel code is
used to protect the source packets because of its burst
error correction capability. Each MCM block n is a RS
codeword R S ( K , k , ) over GF(2m),where k , =
is
the RS information symbols in the MCM block. If the
first N source-packets are correctly received, the image

z n ~ ~ ~ ~ $
N

can be reconstructed t o a rate R =
bpp,
QHC2mT[k1Q
,where DIT x DW is the dimension of the image. Ac'cording to the progressive source coding, the important
LQ"C,,i[k]Q
Q"C,,z[k]Q
QHC,i,,[k]Q
packet has to be transmitted correctly in order to decode
P[n,IC] = [ P1 [n,k] P2[n,k] . . . P,, [n,k ] l T , with the subsequent packets. This means that wc: need add
Cij[n,k] = Ai[k]Ay[IC]is the correlation of the trans- more error protection to ensure that the correct transmitted signal and p i [ n ,k] = A F [ k ] Y [ nk]
, is the cross- mission of the important packet. On the other hand, in
correlation between the transmitted and received sig- older to I F t a higher resolution image, We need need to
nals.
transmit source coding bits.
If we know some performance measure of the image,
It can be seen from (5) that the channel can only be
identified when R-'[IC] exists. This is called identifica- D ( R ) , such as the Peak-Signal-to-NoiseRatio (PSNR),
then the .JSCM algorithm is to look for a source packetition condition. The necessary condition is that 1 5
which means that the channel model has t o be efficient zation scheme d,which specifies the sequence of source} optimize the perenough. On the other hand, the efficient enough model packet siz,e as { k l m , k s m , . .- ,k ~ m to
has to be accurate enough. For a fixed model, how ef- formance D ( R ) of the reconstructed image. In order t o
ficient we can express the channel then depends on the do this, we want this performance measure can be calcuchannel characteristics and the model error allowed. It lated easily. One practical choice is to use the expected
is usually required the model error to be much less than number of source bits correctly received as suggested in
the noise. If the channel changes too fast, there is no [lo]where dynamic programming is used to solve the opefficient enough model to approximate it within the al- timization problem. Even though the use of the number
lowed model error and the channel is not identifiable. of received bits is not as precise as using PSNR or rateIn this case, the training sequences from different trans- distortion function, the performance of using expected
mitter antennas have to be sent at different time, which received bits is almost as good as using PSKR or rateincreases the overhead of the system. Moreover, the distortion function. The major difference between the
structure of the model alone can not guarantee the iden- JSCM we proposed here and the others is that, in our
tification condition. Proper training sequences need to scheme, the channel codewords are of equal length, and
we look for the length of source packet in each codebe carefully chosen carefully.
word, while the source-packets are of equal length in
IV. ROBUSTPROGRESSIVE
IMAGETRANSMISSIONthe algorithms used in most of current literatures. DyThe subchannels in MCM systems with enough trans- namic programming can be used to find the optimal
mitter diversity can be viewed as AWGN channels [ l l ] . source packet size b,, n = 1 , 2 , . ..,N that maximize the
Therefore many sophisticated techniques originally de- correctly received source bits subject to the total delay
signed for AWGN channels can be applied to MCM sys- constraint N .
The other important information need to calculate the
tems with transmitter diversity. Here, we look at a joint
source channel matching (JSCM) scheme for robust pro- expected received bits is the error rate of RS code. In

:::

Q"clmT[klQ
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[ll],the channel information is assumed perfectly known
at the receiver, then the transmitter used a formula of
RS error rate for AWGN channel to get this information.
When channel estimation is used at the receiver, such a
calculation becomes incompitable with the receiver and
in the simulation we will show that such a discrepancy
may cause server performance loss. The effect of the
channel estimation has to be considered in the JSCM
algorithm.

.*I O

V. SIMULATION
RESULTS
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Fig. 1. Mean squared estimation error

In this section, we show some simulation results for
the model based channel estimation method. The bandwidth of the system is 800kHz. The number of the subchannels is 128. The length of the cyclic prefix is 32. The
4 subchannels of each end of a block are used as guarding band. The system uses 2 transmitter antennas and
2 receiver antennas. Training blocks are sent periodically from both transmitter antennas. After that, the
channel estimate is used for decoding the data blocks
arriving subsequently. We show the results of different
training densities. The PSK constellation is used for
all the subchannels. The training sequence is chosen as
t l [ k ]= a and t2[k]= -a, where a is any constellation
point. We did simulation the space time block code in [8]
using 8PSK. The decoding scheme in [7] is adopted for
decoding. Rayleigh fading channel with Doppler shift of
40Hz is used in the simulation. TU delay profile [14] is
used in the simulation.
Fig. 1 shows the mean square estimation error for the
TU delay profile in which we also show the results of
the 2-ray delay profile with the two paths separated by
the 5p which is the maximal delay of the TU profile. As
shown in these figures, the polynomial model has lower
estimation error as the SNR goes higher for TU while
the Fourier transform based model has lower estimation
error for 2-ray with delay spread of 5ps. This is because
that the polynomial model has less model error than the
Fourier transform based model when there are paths of
the channel that are not at the sampling instances of the
system. However, for the special case of 2-ray with delay
spread of 5ps, both paths are at the sampling instances
of the MCM system, the Fourier transform based model
does not have model error and the MMSE estimation is
achieved.
Fig. 2 (a) shows the error rate of RS code for different channel estimation of TU delay profiles. Fig. 2
(b) shows the PSNR of the received 512 x 512 gray image “Lena” using different channel information at the
transmitter and the receiver. The image is transmitted
in 500 blocks. Two types of models are used for estimation, polynomial model and Fourier transform models.

It is usually assumed that ideal channel information is
know for both transmitter and receiver. In this figure,
it is shown that if the error rate information used at
the transmitter is not compatible with the channel estimation method used at the receiver, the performance of
the JSCM algorithm may suffer great loss. In the figure,
if the receiver does not has perfect channel estimation,
the PSNR results of the JSCM using error rate obtained
from ideal channel information is worse than the result
using error rate obtained from the compatible channel
estimation. If the receiver use polynomial model based
channel estimation, the estimation error is small and the
PSNR results are close to the ideal results. However,
the result of using compatible channel information at
both transmitter and receiver is still about 1dB higher
than that of using ideal channel information only at the
transmitter. When the channel estimation error is large,
for example, using the Fourier based channel estimation
at the receiver, the large discrepancy between the error rates of ideal channel information and the Fourier
transform based channel estimation makes the PSNR
decrease when the channel SNR increases. This means
that JSCM algorithm can totally fail if the channel estimation is not considered.
Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the WER of RS channel codes
with different coding rates at SNR of 15dB for both TU
delay profile and 2-ray delay profile with delay spread of
5ps, respectively. The results of different training densities are also shown. Fig. 3 (c) and (d) show the throughput of JSCM for a 512 x 512 gray image “Lena”. The
image is transmitted in total 500 blocks. It is shown that
the polynomial model performs better than the Fourier
transform model in both WER and throughput for TU
delay profile while the Fourier transform model performs
better for 2-ray delay profile, which is consistent with
the results in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2. (a) WER of RS code with 1/3 training (TU, f~ = 40Hz)
(b) PSNR of received Lena image

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a model based channel estimation framework for systems with transmitter diversity in this paper. After describing the challenge of the estimation
problem in such a system, we pointed out that the model
based approach is not a method to improve the estimation but a necessary procedure t o identify the channel.
Different channel models and the identification condition are discussed based on the derived scheme.
Then we studied the effect of this channel estimation method on a robust progressive image transmission scheme using JSCM. The simulation shows that
the JSCM algorithm is sensitive t o the different channel estimation schemes. The channel estimation has to
be applied to both the transmitter and the receiver to
achieve a better performance.
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